
SUMMARY CHRONOLOGY  
 

Joining on the Strike to Demand Back Payment of Sectoral Minimum Wage  

and Freedom of Association 

About 1.300 Workers Threatened Unfair Dismissal 

================================================================================ 

 
Profile of Company :  

Name of Company  : PT. Panarub Dwikarya (part of PT. Panarub Industry) 
Address   : Jl. Benoa Raya Komplek Benoa Mas Blok B No.1, Pabuaran Tumpeng,  

  Kota Tangerang. Prov.Banten-Indonesia 15112 
  Tel : (+) 62-21.55763878,  55763879 Fax: (+)62-21.5521947. 

Year of Established : 2006 
Year of Producing : 2007  
Owner   : Hendrik Sasmito   
E-mail    : hendrik.sasmito@panarub.co.id 
Kind of Product  : Soccer Shoes  
Buyer/Brands  : Specs : 25% 
     Adidas : 25% (sub-contract of PT. Panarub Industry) 
     Mizuno: 50% 
Number of Employees : 2.560  (90 % are Women Workers) 
# Workers of Group A : 2.060 orang  
# Workers of Group B : + 500 orang 
 
Notes: Group A (operator), Group B (staff/supervisors/Section Heads) 
 

 

The backgrounds of the workers strike action of PT. Panarub Dwikarya: 

 

The spontaneous strike by about 2,000 workers of PT. Panarub Dwikarya background by poor 
working conditions with changes in lines system  production (One piece flow). Line system 
production makes labor more difficult to abandon the production, even just go to rest room, take 
drinking water even they loss of annual leave entitlements without replacement because the section 
head  do not give permission on the grounds there is no one else to replace. With these work 
systems, the usual of work done by two people now have to be done by one person, while a 
production target remains the same and even increased up to 140 to 150 pairs of shoes/hour. If 
workers can not to reach production target predetermined, workers often get verbal abuse from 
their supervisor, even their supervisor often to do violent by throwing things to the workers. In 
addition, the workers often (required) to following the meeting outside of working hours between 
10-15 minutes before the hour to come to work, and 10-20 minutes after the bell to go home hours 
of work without calculated to overtime. 
 
The management of PT. Panarub Dwikarya also conducting barrier-obstruction and intimidation of 
workers not to join and become a member of Footwear, Textile and Garments Trade Union (SBGTS-
GSBI). And evidence of practices of anti freedom of association undertaken by the company is 
dismissal of 9 people Union Leaders (and founder) of SBGTS-GSBI, and to date only two people who 
keep fight, are the Kokom Komalawati (chairman) and Djamal Fikri (secretary general).  
Discrimination among union also conducted by the company against SBGTS by not giving 
dispensation to perform or attend union activities, both inside and outside the company, not provide 
facilities and office room for SBGTS, like the facility that received by another union (SPN ) within 
working environment of PT. Panarub Dwikarya. 
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With poor working conditions as well as intimidation and continued pressure by the company, are 
increasingly making the workers can not stand, coupled with the company's policy is not willing to 
back payment the lack of sectoral minimum wage  that suspended for 3 months (January to March),  
each amounted to Rp. 606 150. - (64 USD). While the workers who worked at PT. Panarub Industry 
(which is a group of PT. Panarub Dwikarya) has received back payment the lack of sectoral minimum 
wage. 
 
Actually the unions  in this case has been filed proposal negotiations to management to discussed 
about workers complaints  as well as also asked the company to back payment the lack of sectoral 
minimum wage that suspended for 3 months. However, than twice the negotiations (July 3, 2012, 
and July 10, 2012) that has been attempted by the union (SBGTS-GSBI) does not change the attitude 
of the company at its discretion. These conditions encourage the workers to strike on July 12, 2012. 
 

Here is a chronology of the strike: 
 

The First Day (Thursday, July 12, 2012): 
In accordance to an agreement on July 10, 2012 negotiations will be conducted again on Thursday 
(July 12, 2012), then at 7:45 am, Leaders of SBGTS-GSBI PT Panarub Dwikarya, namely Lina Aprilianti 
(vice chairman) and Ayunda Muslimah (deputy secretary) met Mr. Edy Suyono (HRD Manager) and 
Gogit, intends to asked the management's willingness to negotiate. However, without giving a clear 
reason the management is not willing to negotiate with SBGTS-GSBI PT. Panarub Dwikarya. 
 
Hearing the negotiation failed again, the workers immediately stop the production process, and then 
spontaneously about 2000 workers went on working strike at around the company area. The Strike 
was carried out as the top frustration of workers over working conditions coupled with the attitude 
of management is not willing to negotiate. In this strike, the workers demanding improved working 
conditions, back payment the lack of sectoral minimum wage, annual leave, freedom of association, 
demanding reinstatement of Kokom Komalawati and Djamal Fikri (chairperson and secretary of 
SBGTS-GSBI) and other demands. This strike lasted until around 20:00 pm with no response and 
good etiquette from the companies to negotiate. 
 
The Second day (Friday, July 13, 2012): 
Because there is no response from the company in the first day of strike, about 2,000 workers back 
to  strike action which had started at 7:00 pm, but the strike only at the front  of gate  the company 
because it is not allowed to enter the plant site. At around 8:00 am, there spraying tear gas by the 
Police who guard in the area of the company. At 13:25 pm, there is conducted the negotiations 
which was attended by representatives of management (Edy Suyono and Subroto), representatives 
of SBGTS-GSBI and Officials of Labour Departement, City of Tangerang (Tirama Pasaribu, Endang, 
Hilman and Salman). At around 15:30, took break  to give time for management to re-consider the 
attitudes and company policies on the workers demands. 
 
Around 16:00 pm, continuing the negotiations but only runs 30 minutes, because at around 16:30 
pm, there was a commotion and screaming hysterically  by workers at the front gate of the 
company, due to the action  spraying tear gas again by the police who guard in the location of 
company. As impact of spraying tear gas, the two women workers who pregnant were fainted, and 
negotiations were not resumed because of the leadership of SBGTS-GSBI should to calm the workers 
specially the women workers who pregnant but  participated and joined in the strike. At least about 
50 women workers were injured and dizziness, caused by tear gas that conducted by  the police. At 
around 21:00 pm, the workers leaved the company location and going home. 
 
The Third day (Monday, July 16, 2012): 
Due there is still no results of negotiations on the second day of strike action (13 Juli'2012), the 
workers still organized the strike action. And when they arrived at the front gate of the company, 



there were about 20-30 people are not known (suspected thugs were deployed by the company) has 
been on guard around the factory area. At around 13:00 pm, there was negotiation between 
representatives of management (Edy Suyono, Subroto and Nicko Vizano) and representatives SBGTS-
GSBI (Kokom Komalawati, Djamal Fikri, and Lina Aprilianti Ayunda Muslim), but did not long because 
the company remains not willing to meet the workers demands.  Hearing that the company still not 
willing to meet the workers demands, whole of workers are disappointed and decided to action of  
stay  of all night in the area of the company. There are about 1000 workers who take action to stay 
at the location of the company, while the workers who were sickness and 200 women workers who 
pregnant, leave the strike and going home. 
 
The Fourth day (Tuesday, July 17, 2012): 
Morning at around 06.00 am,  in the area of  Bus parking,  the management, Section Head, 
Supervisor and the thugs who deployed the company, forcing the workers who previous join and 
followed the strike to return work. Security along with the Police and assisted by the thugs, who in 
all about 150 people who were in the area companies  tried to open the gate and forced the workers 
to return work. Then after all the workers who were forced to work is already entering the factory 
area, the management and security of PT. Panarub Dwikarya, assisted with the security of the                
PT. Panarub Industry, pushing the command car used by the workers during the strike. As result of 
these actions, the workers who were sitting quietly in front of the command car were injured. Not 
stopping there, the security and police force are also encouraged the workers to get out of the area 
of the factory and pelted the workers with bottles (plastic) water and damaging the sound system. 
The workers then running hysterical, and the police officers on guard at the front gate followed  to 
push, throw and hit the workers to exit the plant site. After the workers who on strike outside the 
gate, then securities to close the gate, locked with chained and a container placed at the front gate 
to anticipate that the workers did not enter into the factory area. There are about 24 workers 
(members of SBGTS-GSBI) who sustained injuries and bruises in  the face, neck, and leg, as result of 
throwing incident and beaten by police officers, security and the thugs who were deployed by the 
company. Then around 10:00 am, the management company put up an announcement to calling 
whole workers who on the strike to return to work. And about 16.00 pm, the workers leave the 
company area in an orderly manner. 
 
The Fifth day (Wednesday, 18 July 2012): 
The workers still continue  on the strike, and had gathered around the location of the factory at 
06.00 am, but the security to block and to close the factory gate. At around 13:00 pm, the workers 
move toward to Office of Labour Department, City of Tangerang, to asked a copy of a letter 
(document) the suspension of sectoral minimum wage that proposed by the management of PT. 
Panarub Dwikarya. But the Official of Labur Departemen who met with representatives SBGTS-GSBI, 
not willing to give with  the reason for that the letter (document) was being carried by other official 
of labour department.  
 
Meanwhile, around 15:00 pm the management company issued an announcement again to calling 
whole of workers who on the strike to  return work and if until around 16:00 pm did not return work 
then the workers are deemed to have resigned. 
 
The Sixth day (Thursday, 19 July 2012): 
As usual, the workers still come to the factory to continue the strike, but because of the thugs who 
are deployed by companies blocked the workers who moved  close to the plant site. Finally the 
workers decided to going to Adidas Representative Office in Jakarta. At around 11:30, the workers of 
PT. Panarub Dwikarya totaling about 800 workers  arrived at the Adidas offices and 1 hour later 
workers representatives (SBGTS-GSBI) along with representatives DPP.GSBI received by Mr. Harry 
Nurmansyah (Head Office of Adidas Indonesia ). Of the meeting, Mr. Harry Nurmansyah said that  
management of  PT. Panarub Industry has committed to paying back payment the lack of sectoral 
minimum wage to  workers of PT. Panarub Dwikarya, as also accepted by the workers at the                  



PT. Panarub Industry, in addition,  the Adidas Indonesia also will conduct an investigation relating 
the practice of violations of freedom of association that occurred  in the workplace of PT. Panarub 
Dwikarya. Besides that, the Adidas also committed to ensuring the negotiations between the Trade 
Unions (SBGTS-GSBI) and the management of PT. Panarub Dwikarya tomorrow day. 
 
Meanwhile, at around 8:00 am, about 75 workers (who followed the strike since day one) came to 
the factory because they thought  that strike action still being done at the factory. Once arrived at 
the factory, they were directly driven to area of Bus parking by the security, and then Edy Suyono 
(HRD Manager) and Erwan Suryadin (Manager Enggineering) give briefing and asking a question to 
the workers about their participation on the strike. After that, they then entered into the bus pick-up 
and forced to make three statements, namely: 1). will not joined Strike action anymore,  2). Resign 
from membership of SBGTS-GSBI, 3). Resigned from the company. 
 
In the afternoon around 16:00 pm, returning management of PT. Panarub Dwikarya made the 
announcement that it states that all workers who perform strike declared had resigned because it 
does not work for 5 consecutive days. 
 
The Seventh day (Friday, 20 July 2012): 
Like the previous day, the workers again gathered in the parking area of Mitra 10 (about 2-3 km 
from the PT. Panarub Dwikarya), to jointly come to the factory in order to return work after any 
commitment from Mr. Harry Nurmansyah (Adidas Indonesia). But when the workers began walking 
toward the location of the factory, some thugs to threaten the workers and forced the workers to 
submit their ID Card, and in addition, some workers also receive short messages (SMS) which it 
states that all workers on strike work has been fired by the company. Even until noon the thugs were 
still terror and intimidation and forcing workers to took their ID Card, even when the workers are 
going home to their homes. 
 
Meanwhile, about 150 workers who come to the factory location with bus pick-up was ordered to 
remain in the parking of bus pick-up. Then Mr. Edy Suyono (Manager of HRD) told the workers that, 
if the workers  want to return work they must be make three statements among the 3: 1). Will not 
join strike action back, if it still on the strike the workers are ready to resign of the company, 2). 
Declared to resign from membership of SBGTS-GSBI, 3). Stated that joined and participated on the 
strike action because of  forced by Kokom Komalawati (chairman SBGTS). If  the workers willing to 
make  three statements, they could start work on Monday (July 23, 2012), but with a zero work 
period  
 
While the negotiation as promised by the  Adidas Indonesia does not occur until late afternoon, the 
information submitted by the Adidas (Harry Nurmasyah & Adelina), that management of PT. 
Panarub Industry (as well as PT. Panarub Dwikarya) do not willing to meet and negotiate with SBGTS-
GSBI if there is no neutral  person who becomes a facilitator in the negotiation. 
 
The Eighth Day (Monday, July 23, 2012): 
The workers came back to  the company in order to return work, and leadership of SBGTS-GSBI still 
continues to pursue the negotiations with the management of company. But when arrived at the 
front of company, the security rejected the workers to entrance the factory and asked the workers 
to gathered in the parking area. After that, the security and the section head took the ID card of 
each worker, and the HRD manager told to the workers that all workers will not be accepted back to 
work, in other words have been dismissed. 
 
And since that day, the PT. Panarub Dwikarya stop financing for health coverage for workers and 
their families in clinics who cooperation with the company, as well as rejected the women workers 
who are pregnant to proposed their maternity leave (there are about 200 women workers who are 
pregnant), in fact have entered a period of delivery.  



Until now there are about 150 workers who followed the strike since the first day of have get their 
job back but after the selection made by HRD manager of PT. Panarub Dwikarya and make three 
statements as mentioned above. And on Friday (July 19, 2012), the company has filed a letter of 
termination toward 1.300 workers to the Tangerang City Manpower office. 
 
In the meantime, there are currently about 1,300 workers (majority women workers) that declared 
dismissed by the management, have not been to receive their salary  for the month of July, because 
the company is not willing to pay it, so it is with Holiday Allowance, the company is not willing to pay 
Holiday allowances to 1.300 these workers. According to Regulation of the Minister of Manpower, 
Holiday Allowance must be paid to the worker even in the process of  layoff , if  the time period of 1 
month prior to the Eid al-Fitr. 
 
From the date of July 30, 2012 to date, 1,300 workers still continue their struggle, and organise  
picket action in the morning and evening. 
 
 
Jakarta, 1 August 2012 
Central Executive Board 
Federation of Independent Trade Union 
(DPP.GSBI) 
 
 
 
 
 


